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MINUTES 
of the meeting of FAIRMINED Standard Committee  

26th June 2013 
 
Documents circulated: 
1. Draft of FAIRMINED Standard for the second round of consultation 
 
Teleconference times 

 Bogotá, Lima, Medellín @ 6am  

 Toronto @7am 

 Paris @12noon 

 Ulanbataar @7pm 

 Vermont, Australia@9pm 
 
Duration: 3 hours 
 
Members present: Cristina Echavarría (Chair), Felix Hruschka (Standard Coordinator), Fiona Solomon, Manuel 
Reinoso, Patience Singo, Patrick Schein 
Members apologies: Helcías Ayala, Gommert Mes, Federico Gamarra 
ARM team members: Marcin Piersiak, Siri Teilman, Yves Bertran 
Guests/observers present: Harbi Guerrero, Ryan Taylor (last 30 mins) 
 
1. Welcome 

- Welcome and update from Cristina Echavarria, FM Standard Committee Chair.  
- The role of observers was explained as invitees fully participating in the discussion and providing 

inputs, but without an official right to vote. 
 
2. Relationship between the ASMO and its FAIRMINED System of Production  

 
Three options were presented: Option 1 – Multiple Systems of Production within the ASMO, each reflecting 
independent groups of miners; Option 2 – a single System of Production for all groups producing regular FM 
gold and a separate System of Production for groups producing FM ECO gold (if applicable); Option 3 – one 
System of Production for all groups (meaning that a group producing ECO would either have to become a 
separate ASMO or sell as their gold as regular FM). 
 
In the discussion that followed it was highlighted that the SysPro should not be thought about in terms of 
groups of miners, but rather as a register of all the miners who want work towards certification. Most of the 
committee members thought that combining different groups in a single System of Production would motivate 
organizational evolution and would encourage shared responsibility of the miners for compliance with the 
Standard. 
 
Having analyzed all the three options and having acknowledged associated risks and benefits, the Committee 
decided to put Option 2 for public consultation. This means that two separate Systems of Production can exist 
within one ASMO: one for regular FM gold and another for ECO FM gold, as long as they have independent and 
robust Internal Control Systems in place, ensuring traceability within each SysPro.  An ECO SysPro will sell their 
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gravimetrically processed gold as ECO and will be able to sell its tailings for chemical processing to the regular 
SysPro, which can sell it as regular FAIRMINED gold. 
 
3. ASM definition – agreeing productivity criterion  
 
The discussion of the committee revolved around having an entry threshold low enough to only allow ASM in 
the System while excluding medium and large scale mining operations, and an exit threshold high enough, so 
that it doesn´t limit the certified ASMO’s evolution.  
Having analyzed productivities of different type of ASMOs, as well as incomes per person they implied, ARM 
has proposed an entry threshold of 3 grams of gold/month/person and an exit threshold of 12 
grams/month/person. These numbers were thought to be too high by some committee members and as in the 
way of compromise, it was decided to set the entry threshold at 2.5grams/month (26 days)/person, meaning 
that mining organizations with productivities above this threshold will not be able to enter the system. Having 
a lower entry threshold will also encourage the ASMOs to register all the workers, including the vulnerable 
groups such as mineral selectors, into the FAIRMINED System of Production.  
As for the exit threshold it was decided to set it at 8 grams/month/person, which guarantees that the ASMOs 
can progress greatly through participation in FAIRMINED system, before becoming “grown-up” enough to leave 
it and to eventually join other certification schemes better suited for MSM or LSM.  
 
4. FAIRMINED Premium 
 
The proposal of a volume based FAIRMINED Premium fixed at 4,500 USD /kg of FAIRMINED gold (4.5 USD/g) 
was presented and agreed after discussion. This amount of premium corresponds to the level when the first 
certified gold was launched in 2011, meeting with favorable reception from both market and miners. An 
additional Premium for ECO FAIRMINED gold would be fixed at the level of 2,250 USD/kg.  
 
Consultations with certified miners and with miners, who are working towards certification, clearly indicate 
that the Premium is for them a very important incentive.  
On one hand it is considered a just reward for all the efforts and investments made in:  

1. complying with the standard, which requires a thorough organizational transformation and 
investments in improved technologies; 

2. audit and certification process, which bears a cost in time and money; 
3. exportation, which is a completely new experience for most of the ASMOs. Miners are used to selling 

locally, so putting all the processes and documentation in place for export is a great challenge.  
On the other hand, certification is just the beginning of the road to development and the Premium is 
recognized by the miners as an important instrument to continuous improvement. The ASMOs depend on 
premium funds to fulfill over time the more ambitious progressive requirements of the FAIRMINED Standard 
and to be able to spread the responsible practices across the whole mining area of the ASMO and the 
surrounding community.  
 
The committee members insisted on good communication of the rationale behind a strong FAIRMINED 
premium, to make the stakeholders understand its importance in the contribution to ASMOs formalization and 
development.  
Rather than lowering the premium for the miners, the committee recommended lowering other costs of 
participating in the FAIRMINED supply chain, in order to make it more accessible for market players, while 
staying faithful to the raison d’etre of FAIRMINED certification: bringing development to artisanal miners’ 
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organizations and communities. ARM will not be charging licensees for the use of FAIRMINED label; instead a 
lower FAIRMINED Development fee was introduced, envisaged to be between 500-700 USD/ kg of certified 
gold, to contribute towards maintaining the certification system and development of supply. 
FAIRMINED will also explore partnerships with other responsible supply chain initiatives, to look into 
possibilities of lowering the systemic costs by recognizing relevant audits. 
 
5. FAIRMINED Premium large volumes model 
 
Additionally, recognizing that a handful of larger ASMOs are in a position to deliver larger volumes of certified 
gold to the market, FAIRMINED model gives flexibility to negotiate the level of premium for larger volumes 
contracts.  
Taking into consideration that an average ASMO produces around 42 kg per year, and that that at least in first 
years the certified organizations will not sell all its production to FAIRMINED, the FAIRMINED Committee has 
established the threshold at 18 kg, which should allow also smaller miners enter the volumes market.  
 
Having reached the sales level of 18kg of sales per year, between 1 ASMO (or a registered miner of its 
FAIRMINED System of Production) and 1 licensee brand (sourcing through a trader/refiner or directly), the 
FAIRMINED Premium is subject to negotiated mutual agreement between the parties (ASMO and buyer).  
The volume contract model is not applicable for one (1) buyer/trader/refiner, reselling the acquired volume to 
various licensee brands or other operators in volumes below 18 kg/year.  
 
This solution gives flexibility to negotiate favorable volume deals between stable partners, but guarantees the 
ASMO receiving full premium of 4,500USD for the first 18 kilos sold to the same buyer, meaning over 80,000 
USD to recover the investments made, maintain the certification and to achieve a good progress towards their 
development objectives.  
 
6. FAIRMINED market models 
 
The Committee advised to restructure the FAIRMINED Market Annex, having the “Incorporating FAIRMINED 
Supply” option first as a more flexible “entry” level model, and then a “FAIRMINED consumer products” option  
as a more ambitious, aspirational model that builds on the first one, but has additional full physical traceability 
and product composition requirements. 
 
7. Sample audits for small jewelers 
The proposal was presented to have only a sample of 10% of small jewelers audited, in order to facilitate the 
take-up of FAIRMINED gold amongst jewelers buying only very small volumes. 
However, the Committee came to a conclusion that having only a random assurance presented too great a 
reputational risk to FAIRMINED, and that appropriate checks and balances must be in place. On this ground the 
proposal was rejected.  
 
8. Separate invoicing of the Premium  
The proposal of invoicing the FAIRMINED Premium separately along the supply chain was presented. The aim 
of this was to prevent operators along the supply chain charging their margins on premium, thus inflating the 
final cost of the jewelry.  
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However, some committee members voiced their worries that this would involve changes in the accounting 
systems of FAIRMINED operators, and could actually result counterproductive, adding extra costs rather than 
lowering them.  
 
In order to maintain transparency, it was decided that the jewelers will have to publicly report every year, how 
much FAIRMINED gold they bought, and how much Premium was paid. 
 
9. Second consultation round  
The meeting has agreed that having decided on major issues, the remaining adjustments can be handled by 
ARM team, and that the draft was ready to be put to public consultation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


